Press release
For immediate release
Everything is in place for an all European final

Repentigny, August 30th 2019 – The tournament is coming to an end and the longawaited final matches will be held tomorrow at Larochelle Park. The Square Aces
matches took place earlier today as players fought for a place in the finals. The doubles
finals were also held tonight. For the last day of the tournament, we will have the chance
to welcome Quebec Prime Minister and deputy of L’Assomption, M. François Legault.
On the girls side
Having already competed against each other during the doubles semifinals where Elsa
Jacquemot had the upper hand, it was Sohyun Park’s chance to reach the singles final.
However, Jacquemot won her match against Park, 6-4, 6-2. The Lyonnaise will compete
in both doubles and singles finals.
The Canadian Jada Bui’s course ended in semifinals as she was up against the French
Carole Monnet. The match ended quite quickly in two sets of 6-3, 6-1.
On the boys side
4th seed, Valentin Royer’s impressive tournament continues on as he won in the
semifinals, 6-0, 6-2, against Francesco Maestrelli. Royer has eliminated all his opponents
in two sets since the tournament’s started.
Tristan Schoolkate and Leandro Riedi were facing each other on center court in the boys’
semifinals. After two sets of 6-4, 6-3, Riedi won and assured himself a place in the final.
On the slate tomorrow
Finals will begin at noon as French Valentin Royer will face Switzerland’s Leandro Riedi,
which will determine the boys’ draw winner. Following the boys’ final, the singles girls’
final will oppose French Elsa Jacquemot and Carole Monnet.
Regarding the doubles finals, more details on our website www.itjr.ca and our social
media.
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